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ON THE ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE

OF LACUNARY FOURIER SERIES

J. R. PATADIA

Abstract. Let / G L[ — it, -n\ be 27r-periodic. Noble [6] posed the following

problem: if the fulfillment of some property of a function / on the whole

interval [ — n, tr] implies certain conclusions concerning the Fourier series

"(J) 0I/> 'hen what lacunae in o(f) guarantees the same conclusions when

the property is fulfilled only locally? Applying the more powerful methods

of approach to this kind of problems, originally developed by Paley and

Wiener [7], the absolute convergence of a certain lacunary Fourier series is

studied when the function / satisfies some hypothesis in terms of either the

modulus of continuity or the modulus of smoothness of order / considered

only at a fixed point of [ — ir, ir\ The results obtained here are a kind of

generalization of the results due to Patadia [8].

1. Introduction. Let

00

2   K cos nkx + K si" nkx) (1.1)
k=\

he the Fourier series of a 27r-periodic function/ E L[ — m, m] with an infinity

of gaps (nk, nk+x), where {nk) (k EN) is a strictly increasing sequence of

natural numbers. Noble [6] posed the following problem: if the fulfilment of

some property of a function / on the whole interval [ — it, it] implies certain

conclusions concerning nonlacunary Fourier series o(f) of /, then what

lacunae in o(f) guarantees the same conclusions when the property is fulfilled

only locally? Several mathematicians including Noble [6], Kennedy [3]-[5]

and Tomic [10] and [11] studied this problem by considering various

properties of / either on an arbitrary subinterval or on an arbitrary subset of

positive measure or at an arbitrary point of [ — tt, it], and obtained a number

of good results under different lacunarity conditions. Proofs of most of these

results depend on the fact that

1
a"k = ~m  /    f(x)PW cos "*x dx

(with a similar formula for b„k) for any trigonometric polynomial P(x) with

constant term 1 and of degree less than min {nk — nk_x, nk+x — nk). Here

P (x) is generally taken to be either the polynomial considered by Noble (e.g.,
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refer: [6], [4], [5]) or the Fejer kernel (e.g., refer: [10], [11], [2]) or the Jackson

kernel (e.g., refer: [2]) all of which are very small outside a small subinterval

of [ — 77, tr]; thus making \a„ \, \b„ | to depend mainly on the local behaviour of

f(x). This technique is sparingly used in studying the above problem posed

by Noble. However, the more powerful methods of approach to this kind of

problem, employed by Kennedy [3] and originally developed by Paley and

Wiener [7], are still not used to their best. In this paper, employing these

methods, we have studied the absolute convergence of the lacunary Fourier

series (1.1) when the function/ satisfies certain hypothesis in terms of either

the modulus of continuity or the modulus of smoothness of order / considered

only at a point. For this purpose we prove an inequality (see Lemma 4) which

is a kind of generalization of the inequality established by Patadia [8].

2. Notations. Let x0 he an arbitrary fixed point of [ — ir, ir], w(r) (t E R,

t > 0) be the modulus of continuity off at the point x0 defined by

u(t) =    sup     {|/(*o + A)-/(*o)l} (2-1)
0<|A|<i

and o¡¡(t) be the modulus of smoothness of/ of order / (/ E N) at the point x0

defined by

to; (i) =   sup
0<|A|<r

2   (-!)'-'( ' )/K + (2/-/)*) (2.2)

We consider the lacunarity condition

(»*+i - «*) > CF(nk), (2.3)

where F(nk) increases to oo as k —> oo, F(nk) < nk for all k E N and C > 0

is a constant. With F(nk) = nk this condition gives rise to the Hadamard

lacunarity condition

n,
limit inf  -=Ü > 1. (2.4)

k—*oo nk

Put 5 = 8771(CF'(nT)), where ris a natural number and let

/ = [x: \x — x0\ < 8}.

3. Statement of the results.

Theorem 1. //

»     UA/F(nk)))ß

2t kß/2 <™       (0 < ;S < 1) (3.1)

and if [nk] satisfies (2.3) then for the Fourier series (1.1) of f E L2(I) (for

some I) we have

2 (k/ + k/)<*>' (3-2)
k=\

where w(A/F(nk)) is as in (2.1) with t replaced by A/F(nk), A = 24ir/C + tt.
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Theorem 2. Theorem 1 holds if (3.1) is replaced by the condition

£, —W'—< -•
where u,(B/F(nk)) is as in (2.2) with t replaced by B/F(nk) in which

B = 8tt/C + it and I is an odd natural number.

Observe that the following corollary follows from Theorem 2 if we take

F(nk) = nk.

Corollary. If

s   M«/»«))'

and if {nk} satisfies the Hadamard lacunarity condition (2.4) then for the

Fourier series (1.1) of f E L2(I) (for some I) we have (3.2).

Remark. With I = ß = 1, without the lacunarity condition and with

modulus of continuity w(B/k) considered on the whole interval [ — it, it]

instead of at the point x0, the corollary is equivalent to the theorem due to

Bernstein [1, p. 154].

4. Proofs of the results. We need the following lemmas. Lemma 1 is a

special case of a very general theorem due to Paley and Wiener [7, Theorem

XLH']. Lemma 2 is due to Steckin [9, Lemma 2]. The inequality (4.2) of

Lemma 4 is a simple consequence of the more general lemma quoted by

Kennedy [3, Lemma 1].

Lemma 1. Iff E L2(IX), where Ix is an interval, and if (nk+x — nk) —» oo in

(1.1) then f E L2[-tt,tt].

Lemma 2. // u„ > 0 (n E N), «„ ^ 0 and F(u„) is a function such that

F(0) = 0, F(u) increasing and concave, then

2   F(un) < 2   £   F   -
n=1 n=l V

«„ + K„+,  +

n=\ n=l

Lemma 3. The modulus of continuity w(/) defined as in (2.1) is such that

w(0) = 0, (o(i) > 0 and w(t) is increasing.

Proof. Obvious.

Lemma 4. Let f E L2(I) for some I, n0 = 0, nk = - n_k (k < 0); C„o = 0,

C„, = i(«* - ib„k) (k > 0) and Cnt = C„_t (k < 0). If

(nk +1 - nk) > 8""5 " '   f°r al1 k (4A)

then

S   |CJ2<88
-co

1  f |/(x)|2 ¿x, (4.2)
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or more generally

2     ICJKD^A/F^r)))2 (4.3)
\nk\>nT

2     \Cnk\2<D(co,(B/F(nT))f, (4.4)
\nk\>nT

where D is some constant and I is an odd natural number.

Proof. We have

2   ICJi-W < oo        (0 < r < 1) (4.5)
-co

and if we put

4<r, x)=f   Cnr^ exp (inkx)       (0 < r < 1) (4.6)
— oo

for all real x, then its existence is assured by (4.5) and we obviously get

CO

*i>. x) = 2   K cos «¿x + b„k sin n**)/-*. (4.7)
* = i

Since/ G L2(I) and (2.3) holds therefore/ E L2[-77,77] by Lemma 1. Hence

by a known theorem [12, p. 87] it follows that

limit   (' \<b(r, x) - f(x)\2 dx = 0. (4.8)
r-»l    J-TT

Now, on account of (4.1), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.8), we can apply the lemma

quoted in [3, Lemma 1] to obtain the inequality (4.2).

Now put

g(x) = f(x-r-h) - f(x - h) (4.9)

and

C* = li Q sin nkh. (4.10)

Then |C*| < 2|C | and hence by (4.5) we have

2   |C*|rW< 00       (0< r < 1). (4.11)
— 00

Put

g(r, x) = f   C*rM exp (1/1^)       (0 < r < 1). (4.12)
— 00

We then get the identity g(r, x) = $(/-, x + A) — /(/-, x — A) and from it

together with (4.8) and (4.9) we obtain

limit   T  \g(r, x) - g(x)\2 dx = 0. (4.13)
r-»l    ^_T

It follows from (4.1), (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13) and the inequality (4.2) that

I   |C*|2<85-' f\g(x)\2dx. (4.14)
-co ■'/
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Hence by (4.9) and (4.10) we get

00 r

4 2   \C„f sin2 \nk\h < 85 "' / |/(x + h) - f(x - h)\2 dx.   (4.15)
— CO •'I

Integrating both the sides of (4.15) with respect to h over (0, ir/nT) we get

4  S   \C„k\2r/nTsm2\nk\hdh
-co •'0

< 8 Epl   f^J ^/(cfm) + _ \
** JO \Jx0-Sir/(CF(nT)) ]

(4.16)

We see that if \nk\ > nT then

/        sin¿ l^l« ¿/A = -,—¡-   I sur t dt
Jo \nk\  Jo

. 1 fl\nk\/nTl-n    .   ,
>-=-   I sur í ¿/i

«7-([l»*l/«7-]   +  O    ̂ O

J_       [Kl/"r]        tt
" «r    l+[K|/«r]    2

nT   2    2      4nT ' \ •   )

using 1 < [|ifc|/«r] < |«A;|/«r < I + [|«jt|/«rL where [ ] denotes the integral

part.

Also, by Lemma 3, using ir/nT < w/F(nT) and observing from (4.16) that

x E [x0 - 8, x0 + 5], we obtain

\f(x + h)-f(x-h)\

- |/(x0 - 5 + t, + h) -f(x0)+f(x0) -f(x0 -8 + r,-h)\

(0 < Tj < 25)

< 2w(8 + tj + h) < 2w(3<5 + A)

< 2w(24tt/ (CF(nT)) + tt/mj.)

< 2<o(24t7/ (CF(nT)) + ir/F(nT))

= 2o>(A/F(nT)),       A = it + 24-n/C. (4.18)

Using (4.17) and (4.18), we get from (4.16)

This gives the inequality (4.3). Further, if we put

8(x) = 2   (- l)'-J( ')/(* + (2y - /)*) (4-9)'
j=0 \J'
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and

C* = C„k exp (-inklh)(exp (2inkh) - I)'

= 2'C„k exp (- ilnkh)(- I)' exp (il(nkh - tt/2)) sin' nkh,   (4.10)'

then |C*| < 2'|C^| and hence by (4.5) we have
CO

2   |C*|r'*l < oo       (0< r < 1). (4.11)'
— oo

Put

g(r, x) = f   Qr^l exp (inkx)       (0 < r < 1). (4.12)'
— OO

We shall then get the identity

S(r, x) = 2   (- l)'-J( %(r, x + (2/ - l)h).

This together with (4.8) and (4.9) gives

limit   f" | g(r, x) - g(x)\2 dx = 0. (4.13)'

It follows from (4.1), (4.11)', (4.12)', (4.13)' and the inequality (4.2) that

2   |C*|2<8S-'  f\g(x)\2dx. (4.14)'
-00 Jl

Again, as in the foregoing proof of (4.3), analogously we get

sin2'\nk A dh > —    ,        —, ,    n,    |    sm2/1 dt
k '*' «r   (l+[\nk\/nT])   Jo

J_   I   2/- 1    2/-3
nT ' 2 '     21    ' 21 - 2

IT

77

> 2l+% (4.17)'

Also, proceeding analogously as in the proof of (4.18) and observing that / is

an odd natural number, we get

2  (-l)'-'(',)/(* + (2/ ~l)h)

= I 2   (-!)'-'( li)f(x0 + (2/ - /)(* + (tj - 8)/ (2j - I)))
| j=o \J '

< u¡(h + tj — 8)

< W/(A + 8)

< u,(B/F(nT)),       B = 877/C + 77.

Using this along with (4.17)' and (4.14)' and proceeding analogously as in the
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proof of (4.3), (4.4) is proved. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let n0 = 0, nk = - n_k (k < 0);  C„ = 0, C^

= i (a„k - /\) (A: > 0), C„t = C„ _k (k < 0). We assume without loss of

generality that (4.1) holds. In view of (2.3) this can be achieved, if necessary,

by adding to f(x) a polynomial in exp (inkx), a process which affects neither

different T, this polynomial may of course be different.) Then Lemma 4 holds

and putting r^ = 2W>%. |C„J2 in the inequality (4.3) we get

r%2 < C(4A/F(nT)))ß, (4.19)

where C is a constant.

Now applying the Lemma 2 with uk = \Cn \2 (k E Z) and F(u) = uß/2, we

obtain using (4.19)

2   |Cj'-2  2   F(|CJ2)<4  S   (rjk)ß/2
-°° A=l ¿=1

OO

< 4C  S   (K^/F(«,)))V^/2) < oo
*: = i

on account of (3.1). Therefore (3.2) holds and this completes the proof of the

theorem.

Proof of Theorem 2. Applying the inequality (4.4) instead of (4.3) in the

proof of Theorem 1 and proceeding analogously, this theorem is proved.

The author is thankful to Professor V. M. Shah for his help and guidance in

the preparation of this paper.
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paper.
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